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Abstract. Training simulator is an efficient and innovative tool to help users learn 
professional skills due to its convenience and safety. However, complex 
human-computer interaction is one of the main disadvantages that limits its 
effectiveness in safety training, especially for the rescue of a railway accident which 
requires collaborations. Through designing a set of task-specific hand gestures, we 
developed a training simulator for the recovery of a railway accident which helps the 
rescuers learn and practise rescue skills in a life- like environment and gain the 
firsthand experience. To test the validity of our training simulator, a user experiment 
is designed to compare it with the controller-based simulator in a between-groups 
study with 51 participants, focusing on different aspects of effectiveness. The results 
demonstrate that the hand gesture-based controller can be more efficient and usable to 
deal with complex interactions than the traditional hand-held controller.  
Keywords: Training Simulator, Accident rescue, Collaboration rescue, Hand gesture-based 
control, Virtual reality; 

1. Introduction 

Railway accidents severely threaten the safe running of train and cause economic loss 
and human death. However, after an accident occurs, inadequate or lack of rescue 
experience and skills of many rescuers who participated in the rescue often lead to 
low rescue efficiency, chaos, even casualties.  

 Therefore, improving the rescue knowledge and professional skills prior to 
taking part in an on-site rescue is critical in reducing railway accident related injuries 
and death. Through a process of rescue training in actual railway accidents, 
inexperienced rescuers can improve their ability to deal with the railway accident. 
However, on-site rescue training for inexperienced rescuers is impractical due to 
concerns associated with enormous social and economic costs, and high risks. Virtual 
reality training simulator, as an efficient training medium, provides a safe, low cost 
approach to view, hear and interact with realistic scenes through input devices to carry 
out the training operations. (Park, Jang, &Chai, 2006). In railway accidents, rescuers 
generally utilize the railway crane to recover the traffic. VR crane training simulators 



have been well- investigated by a number of researchers.  For instance, to overcome 
the special and temporal limitation of the traditional teaching forms, Sang, Zhu, Zhao, 
and Tang (2016) made an interactive truck crane simulation based on virtual reality, 
and carried out simulation experiments of crane’s movements. Juang, Hun, and Kang 
(2013) introduced a virtual crane training simulator to apply the kinematic vision and 
stereoscopic vision into a virtual crane simulator to increase its safety training 
effectiveness. To reduce the incidents during operations, Peteira, Pla-Castells, and 
Gamón (2011) proposed a virtual environment to improve the operation accuracy of 
operators in handling industrial cranes. 

Although virtual reality has already been extensively used in crane training 
simulator, few studies have been conducted focusing on the human-computer 
interaction (HCI) of a simulator. For most interactive devices in crane training 
simulators, trainees are obliged to control joysticks, controllers or keyboards etc. to 
interact with the crane training simulator (Erra, Malandrino, & Pepe, 2018).  Such 
interaction modes have inherent disadvantages: (1) The interactive device is delicate, 
so it must be carefully handled. (2) It can be broken during the complex operations. (3) 
Users are required to have prior experiences to control these interactive devices, 
which can lead to a poor efficiency for new users. On the other hand, crane operations 
are collaborative tasks that involve multiple crane operators and signalers. When 
crane operators are not able to see the obstacle in a workspace, they completely rely 
on the instructions from signalers to conduct operation safely. Although signalers play 
a critical role in the safety training, they are usually poorly trained and have little 
experience in collaborating with crane operators in real lifting tasks (Fang &Teizer, 
2014). In our previous work (Xu et al. 2018), a comparison was made between the 
training provided by the controller-based control training simulator and traditional 
on-site training approach through interviews and surveys. The findings have 
demonstrated better training effects of using the controller-based control training 
simulator in railway accident recovery process than traditional training method. 
However, as we used interactive device in our previous study, the limitations are 
obvious:  First, the complex interaction of pre-tested crane training system limits the 
smoothness and the effectiveness of railway accident training. Second, our previous 
work focused on railway crane operators’ training, which fails to take the 
collaboration of operators in the rescue into consideration.  

The concept of HCI was proposed in the 1980s, which focused on using 
knowledge in cognitive and computer sciences to improve the usability of computer 
(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). Since the development of computer technology,  

research interest in HCI has also been attracted to develop new design methods. As an 
alternative interactive method, gestures can be used as a communication tool between 
computers and human, which is not only an ornament of spoken language but also an 
essential component of the language itself (Rautaray & Agrawal, 2015). The gesture 
recognition technology receives great attention in HCI (Harshitha, Syed, 
&Srivasthava, 2014; Meng et al., 2013; Panwar, 2012; Zafrulla, et al., 2011). 
Comparing with traditional interactive tools such as mouse, hand-held controllers, and 



joysticks or other input devices, hand gestures provide a unique user experience with 
respect to effectiveness, performance and ease-of-use.  

Currently, the design and development of gesture-based simulators are supported 
mainly by two methods, namely, vision-based devices and  contact-based devices 
(Rautaray & Agrawal, 2015). The vision-based devices rely on the captured video 
sequence by one or several cameras for interpreting and analyzing the motion. 
Vision-based gesture recognition has made big progress due to the development of 
cameras, image and video compression technologies. Wu, Ding, Ding, and Xie, (2016) 
introduced a virtual farming object interaction system based on cloud computing and 
somatosensory technology of Leap Motion. The design was composed of some 
advanced technique, such as the cloud-side calculation and gesture interaction control, 
to support the crop species selection, morphological changes, crop growth, pause and 
shadow generations. Strazdins, Pedersen, Zhang, and Major, (2017) developed a 
gesture-based simulator using Kinect to allow the participants to use natural gestures 
in the crane operation workplace.  

The contact-based devices use specific part(s) of human body to recognize 
gestures based on physical tracking devices or wearable sensors attached to the users’ 
body. For instance, Pouke, Karhu, Hickey, and Arhippainen, (2016) combined the eye 
tracker and mid-air gesture interaction using an accelerometer sensor attached to the 
users’ hand to perform gesture control. An automatic hand gesture recognition 
simulator has also been developed for Augmented Reality. The differences between 
static and dynamic gestures are addressed (Reifinger, Wallhoff, Ablassmeier, 
Poitschke, and Rigoll, 2007). 
   The applications of gesture recognition simulators are well- investigated. However, 
there are a few studies focusing on the HCI experience of crane training simulators, 
especially for railway cranes in railway accident rescue. Given these considerations, 
in order to improve the effectiveness and performance of rescuer operations, in this 
study hand gestures are used to enable the cooperation between operators and 
signalers at a railway accident site. In the case study part, a user experiment is 
designed to test the efficiency and usability of our simulator compared with the 
controller-based simulator.  

2. Architecture and methods 

2.1. Overall Architecture of the simulator 

The overall architecture of our simulator is shown in Fig.1. The simulator is 
comprised of three main parts including the input module, the motion control module 
and the output module. 



 
 Fig.1. overall architecture of the simulator 

The input module is mainly responsible for processing the sensor data captured by 
HTC Vive and passing it to the motion control module. (2) Motion control module 
will trigger the motion of the railway crane and signaler’s actions. (3) Finally, the 
scenario will be updated in the output module. 

On the hardware side, the HTC Vive launched by HTC Co. and Valve Co. is used 
to offer immersive experiences with its advantages in convenience, low cost and 
accuracy. The trainee can interact with virtual environment by hand gestures. To offer 
a better interactive experience, our simulator also provides multiplayer mode, which 
enables the crane operator and the signaler to work collaboratively.  

2.2. Hand gesture-based control 

2.2.1. Gesture mapping 

User interface design is important HCI device (Rezazadeh, Wang, Firoozabadi, and 
Golpayegani, 2011). In particular, how to design intuitive and natural hand gestures 
requires various considerations, such as users’ physical limitations and recognition 
accuracy of input devices.  

The actions of a railway crane, such as swinging, luffing, hoisting, extending and 
travelling as shown in Fig. 2, are frequently applied in recovery process after railway 
accidents. In this proposed training simulator, these actions can be triggered and 
performed correspondingly by a set of hand gestures rather than using joysticks or 
controllers.  
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Luffing

Traveling  
Fig.2. The basic motion of a railway crane 

In order to build a set of hand gestures for railway rescue, a hand gesture 
vocabulary is designed by the following principles as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each action 
of a crane is associated with one hand gesture that people use in daily life. For 
example, in Fig.3 (a), when the operator keeps arms by side, with the upper arm and 
the lower arm form an angle of 90 degrees, it means that the actions of crane will be 
suspended. For example, the user has to make the hand gesture described above to 
suspend the actions of the railway crane. To control the traveling of crane, the user 
extends their right arm forward/backward slowly as shown in Fig.3 (b), and the 
position of the crane in the virtual scenario will move accordingly. Similarly, in 
Fig.3(c), when the user moves the right arm upward/downward, it means that the 
crane luffs the boom. In Fig. (d), when the user moves their right arm 
leftward/rightward, it represents that the crane swings. Likewise, moving the left arm 
forward/backward means that the crane extends/retracts the boom as shown in Fig. (e), 
and moving the left arm upward/downward means that the crane hoists up/lower the 
rope as shown in Fig. (f).  

                    
 (a)” Stop” hand gesture         (b)” Traveling” hand gesture    (c) “Luffing” hand gesture 

                             



(d) “Swinging” hand gesture   (e) “Extending” hand gesture     (f) “Hoisting” hand gesture  
Fig.3. Predefined hand gestures  

2.2.2. Motion control mechanism  

The motion control module is predesigned to provide interactions between the users 
and the railway crane. It is responsible for mapping the user’s hand gesture to the 
actions of the railway crane. The user’s hand gesture is tracked by the HTC Vive 
controller. In Fig.4, when the controller moves into the non-trigger zone following the 
hand gesture (Fig.3 (a)), a “neutral” state is triggered which means that the railway 
crane suspends the current actions. When the controller moves into the trigger zone 
following the hand gestures (see Fig.3 (b-f)), the controller can trigger different 
predefined actions of railway crane in the virtual scenario.  
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 Fig.4. The schematic design of controllers 
The Algorithm I is proposed to identify the state transition, which is based on 

Fig.4. The size of the non-trigger zone is limited to , then the position values of 
controllers are compared with the predefined threshold ( ) to obtain the state of the 



controller. As stated in Fig.4, the position of the headset is made as the world 
coordinate, and then the position value of trigger zone is predefined as the 
local coordinate. The position value of the controller  will change with the 
hand gesture. If the controller is triggered, then the predefined actions of the railway 
crane will be triggered by the hand gesture.  
  

Algorithm I. 

//The controller is tracked and the position value  is transmitted to the 

computer: 

LET and  and  

REAPT: 

   IF the controller is triggered 

Then the controller follows with the predefined hand gesture 

IF      and  

or  and    

or  and    THEN 

The predefined actions of a railway crane are triggered 

ELSE 

The actions of a railway crane are in neutral 

   ELSE 

IF  and   and    THEN 

The controller is invalid 

ELSE 

        Changing the hand gesture  

        UNTIL the controller is triggered  

End of Algorithm I 

Moreover, a state transition model is illustrated in Fig.5 to provide a better 
explanation of the interaction between the hand gesture and the controller, as well as 
the actions of the railway crane. The HTC Vive controller has two states: “neutral” or 
“trigger”. The state transition is transformed by the change of input conditions, based 
on the hand gestures. Once the controller is activated, a connection between the 
controller and the simulator will be established through the Application Program 
Interface (API) provided by the HTC Vive. Based on the connection, the states of 
controllers (neutral/trigger) will switch according to different hand gesture, and 
further trigger the actions of the railway crane in virtual scenarios.  
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Fig. 5. Concept model of state transition 
Fig. 6 shows the motion control results of a railway crane using hand gestures. 

The results indicate that our defined hand gestures are capable of controlling the 
actions of virtual railway crane accurately by using HTC Vive controller in real-time. 

 

Fig.6. Illustration of different motion phases of a railway crane. (a, b) moving crane on the track; 
(c) luffing the boom; (d) extending the boom (e) swinging the base (f) hosting the accdient vehicle   

2.3. Hand gesture track 

2.3.1. Hand signals in railway crane operations 

Crane lifting is a collaborative task that involves of crane operators and signalers. 
Crane operators often cannot see the scene very well due to the obstruction in the 
workspace. They have to rely on signals or instructions (see Fig.7) (Sui, 1998) from 
signalers to conduct safe operations (Fang & Teizer, 2014). A good cooperation 
between the signaler and the operator are crucial in preventing crane accidents. 

Swinging right Stop Luffing boom up/downHoisting raise/lower Swinging left Travel  
Fig.7. Hand signals in the railway rescue workplace 



2.3.2. Upper body motion tracking  

To offer a multiplayer interaction in our simulator, the signaler’s full body is brought 
into the virtual environment firstly. The HTC Vive allows any form of motion 
behaviors to be tracked in a virtual environment to enrich the user experience. Hence, 
we can generate plausible hand motions of avatars to represent the signaler in virtual 
space, with the efficient inverse kinematic algorithm (Tolani, Goswami, & Badler, 
2000).  

Inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm is an approach to automatically calculate the 
angles and positions of joints between the two known endpoints. For example, a 3D 
human model avatar with bones is pre-designed, and the hand-held controller is set as 
the arm's parent object. IK algorithm can instantly update the angles and positions of 
the arm joint, using the input locations of the two controllers as the targets of the 
avatars’ hands (Tan, Hu, & Xu, 2017). Fig.8 is a demonstration of tracking signaler’s 
motion with IK.  

 

Fig.8. Signalers’ motion tracking results  

3. Experiments 

3.1 Experiment setup 

The aim of the experiment is to test three hypotheses: (i) our simulator is more 
effective than controller-based training simulator (ii) our simulator supports the 
collaboration between the operator and the signaler in recovery process of the railway 
accident (iii) the hand gesture-based control is easier to use than controller-based 
interaction.  

The experiment method of our simulator is presented in Fig.9. One participant 
controlled the railway crane, and the other, acting as an operator, manipulated the 



virtual avatar to assist the operators to conduct rescue operations. The simulator only 
requires one suit of HTC Vive. We equipped the operator with an HMD and a 
hand-held controller. The signaler is provided with the Vive tracker, but not HMD. In 
this case the signaler could not be immersed in the virtual scenario. They had to stand 
toward the instructor computer and make signals accordingly. The instructor 
computer is able to display the performance of the operator and the signaler. 

 
Fig.9. Crane operator is collaborating with the signer in railway accident scenario. The first picture 
is rendered from a third user’s perspective, and the following pictures are the actual scenario 
user’s view in the virtual railway accident scenario.  

The virtual environment was developed to mimic the real railway accident 
environment the operator and signaler will encounter on-site. Here we used identical 
railway accident scenario, collision detection and response as the previous system (Xu 
et al. 2018). 

3.2. Participants  

In this study, 51 students from the college, aged between 22 and 26 (Mean: 24.2, SD: 
1.49), volunteered themselves in the experiment. They were randomly assigned to two 
groups: 26 participants have been assigned to hand-gesture group. They performed in 
pairs: one as the signaler and the other as operators. The rest 25 participants have been 
assigned to the controller group. All of them had little or no training experience of 
railway crane operations and crane signals. Before the experiment, a questionnaire 
was given to the participants to fill in. This questionnaire was designed to assess the 
participants’ knowledge in human-computer interaction and virtual reality. All of the 
participants had known hand gesture track technology and the virtual reality 



technology (Mean: 4.05, SD: 0.64). They had used the hand gesture control (Mean: 
2.11, SD: 0.68). All participants had experiences with the keyboard, mouse or 
controller as HCI tools (Mean: 4.5, SD: 0.54) 

3.3. Procedure  

The procedure in this experiment includes three steps. Firstly,all of the participants 
were asked to try two different interactions: hand-gesture based control and 
controller-based control to help them familiar with each of the configurations before 
the evaluation study. Specifically, there is no signaller in the controller based group. 
Our previous work focused on railway crane operators’ training and did not take the 
signaler in the rescue into consideration. Hence, we only measured the performance of 
the signaller from the hand-gesture group in the study. Second, the 51 participants 
were randomly assigned to the two groups. Finally, they operated the two control 
methods at the same time.  

In this experiment, as shown Fig.10, the experiment scenario is related to railway 
accident rescue and it is used to test our hypotheses. After a railway accident occurs, 
railway cranes are required to clear the track and resume services as quickly as 
possible. When the vehicle is in a good condition, it should be lifted back onto the 
track, see in step1. If a considerable length of track or vehicles is damaged, the 
vehicle should be lifted away from the track and place it on the empty space near the 
track, as shown in step2.  

Main line

Branch line

Sleeper
The reposition of 
accident vehicles

The positioning of 
accident vehicles  

Step1: clearing the derailed vehicle in railway accident rescue 

Main line

Branch line
 

Step2:  re-railing working in railway accident rescue 
Fig. 10.  Rescue operation in railway accident site 

3.4. Participants performance measures  

Performance data from hand gesture group and controller group of the study were 
compared to assess the validity of our proposed simulator. A selected range of 



performance measures have been considered, including the task time, the error count 
and the Simulator Usability Scale (SUS) score (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009).  

We measure the total time it took participants to complete the above re-railing 
task in the experiment. The timer started when the railway crane drove in step1 and 
ended when the derailed train was lifted to the target destination near the track in 
step2 in Fig.10. In the experiment, the wrong operations or wrong gestures are defined 
as errors. For instance, if the railway crane collides with the lifting load or the lifting 
load collides with the obstacle, this will be counted as an error. To keep track of the 
time and errors, the process of whole experiment was observed and checked on an 
instructor computer to count the completion time and errors by an observer. 

After the experiment, the participants were given a SUS questionnaire to fill the 
feedback about their overall experience. The SUS questionnaire is one of the most 
widely used tools for evaluating system or product-aware usability. It usually consists 
of ten questions with a 5-point Likert scare from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly 
agree. Among them, the odd-numbered question is positive, and the even-numbered 
question is negative. A 0-100 score can be calculated from the ten ratings as a 
numeric evaluation of subjective assessment. To obtain the SUS score, the odd 
questions was the rating minus1, and the contribution from the even questions was 5 
minus the rating. It guarantees that high rating always indicates positive evaluation. 
Then the sum of the ratings was multiplied by 2.5 to yield the final score. Previous 
studies confirmed that even the sample size is small, the SUS questionnaire still 
provides a valid result. (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009).  

4. Results  

4.1. Time and error count 

Fig.11 shows the average completion time for each participant in hand-gesture group 
and controller group, and the data are normally distributed for each group. There is a 
significant difference between hand-gesture group and controller group (t (48) =9.546, 
P<0.001). It implies that the participants took more time to clear the derailed vehicle 
in the controller-based control group (Mean=15.39, SD=1.07) than the hand 
gesture-based control group (Mean=12.6, SD=1.00).  
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Fig.11. Completion time for the rescue operation training  



For hand-held controller-based simulators, we speculate that there are some 
complex buttons to control the railway crane. The participants in controller group had 
to spend more time to recall the operational approach. It is not very smooth and it is 
tended to overshoot when participants were confused with so many buttons which 
causes miss-operations in the experiment. When this occurred the participant needed 
to correct mistakes and hence cost more time. By contrast, in our proposed simulator, 
each action of a crane is associated with one hand gesture, which creates a series of 
natural and intuitive gestures that human uses in daily life. It is natural and smooth for 
participants to conduct the task using the hand gesture method, and thus require less 
completion time, which improves the average completion time by 18.1% compared 
with the controller method. If we define the efficiency as the average time cost, we 
can find that our simulator is more effective than controller-based training simulator 
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Fig.12. Error count participants made in experiments 
Fig.12 gives a summary of the errors the participants made in hand-gesture group 

(Mean=8.96, SD=1.61) and controller group (Mean=12.9, SD=1.44), and the error 
counts are normally distributed for each group. The difference is statistically 
significant in Fig.12 (a) (t (48) = 8.9，P<0.001). Obviously, there is a positive 
correlation between the task completion time and the error count. That means the 
more errors the participants made, the longer time the participants cost to complete 
the task. In the controller group, the participants frequently confused with buttons on 
the hand-held controller in the experiment, hence it is easier to make mistakes. There 
were also some errors made by the participants in the hand-gesture group .We 
observed that these errors occurred because of the instability of hand gesture tracking. 
In our experiment, participants mentioned that the hand-gesture control method is not 
very accurate, which we will discuss in the discussion section in detail. 

4.2. Accuracy evaluation of railway crane signals 

Good collaboration between the crane operator and the signaler will improve the 
crane operation progress. This is especially true in railway accident rescue. Hence is 
significantly to keep the accuracy of actions of signalers. To thoroughly assess the 
performance of the signaler, we compared every signal performed by the participant 
in the hand gesture group with the standard signals by rating a 5-point scale from 
1-completely wrong to 5-perfect. Table 1 presents that every single gesture in 



hand-gesture based group is rated by the crane operation experts. Obviously, the 
average score is very high, which means participants perform well using hand gesture 
and the signaler gives the correct instruction to the operator in the study. 

Table 1 Accuracy evaluation of railway crane signals 

 Mean SD 

Hoisting raise 3.6 0.89 
Hoisting lower 3.64 0.84 
Swinging left 3.8 0.84 

Luffing up 3.8 0.89 
Stop 4.12 0.81 

  Moreover, from the above the results, we know that, compared with the controller 
group, the operators in hand-gesture group performed better. One reason could be that 
when operators cannot see the scene very well due to the obstruction in the workspace 
they rely on signaler to conduct safe and quick operations, which cause less time and 
errors.  

However, in this study, the performance is not perfectly from the above table 1. 
This is probably because: all the participants have little experience with crane signals, 
the way they understand railway crane signals varies a lot, resulting in wrong hand 
gestures. Moreover, the hand gesture in real world may be inconsistent with the 
avatar’s hand gesture, because the IK algorithm only provides relatively accurate hand 
animations when conducting small-scale hand movements. It cannot guarantee the 
accuracy when performing gross movements (Tan, Hu, &Xu, 2017). 

4.3. User feedback  

After the experiments, the participants filled in the SUS questionnaire. The results are 
shown in Fig.13. Longer distance from the coordinate axis will lead a bigger 
advantage of the proposed simulator. In all cases, the hand gesture-based simulator 
performs much better comparing with the hand-held controller based simulator. For 
question 1 and 9 which are related to the engagement of the simulator, the hand 
gesture-based control shows superior to the controller-based control. For questions 3 
and 5 which investigate the instruction simplicity of the training simulator, 
instructions given by the hand gesture-based control are perceived as simpler as those 
with the controller-based control.  

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=oqFYW3wNzw3QmJCkiJ7k-sFvOGvbo8vifGIOL3EfZBx4ZdwfieQiythonAx5ld6hPFs8s5Muhki-tbZmI7I24IIOCVtJ9IBpPo6KwkVxGU0U14liNTRIDERRI5Rgf0sU
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Fig.13. Evaluation results of controller and hand gesture method 

Based on the above method, we obtained the SUS scores of the hand-gesture 
group and the controller group，and then is described in Table 2. 

Table 2   SUS score in hand-gesture group and controller group 
 Mean SD 

Hand-gesture 70.4 4.3 

Controller 60.4 5.7 

Bangor, Kortum, and Miller (2009) pointed out that when the SUS score is less 
than 50, the application is considered unacceptable to the users; when the SUS score 
is more than 50 but less than 70, the application is within the critical value range 
which can be accepted by the user. The higher the score the more useful for the 
application. Obviously, Table 2 demonstrates that our proposed simulator appears 
more useful to the participants.  

5. Discussion 

The results of the study confirmed the hypotheses. Participants who had used the 
hand-gesture based simulator complete the training significantly faster and with fewer 
errors than participants who had used the controller-based simulator. This result is 
important, because completing railway accident rescues efficiently is significant for 
live emergency rescue operation. 

A few participants, in hand-gesture group, reported that the proposed simulator 
requires physical efforts of using hands and arms, which may cause a fatigue or numb, 
especially for the repeated gesture and mid-air gesture. Nevertheless, participants still 
showed interests in hand-gesture interaction. According to the results of time and 
error measurement, the users can learn and practise the required skills quickly and 
accurately in railway accident rescues and recoveries through this kind of virtual 
interactive training.  In addition, the results of SUS questionnaire also indicated the 
participants agreed that the proposed system would facilitate active learning, and 
student motivation as well as engagement. More importantly, the participants believed 



that the proposed training simulator is more useful than the hand-held 
controller-based simulator.  

A particular feature of our simulator is to encourage the crane operator and the 
signaler to collaborate in the recovery work of railway accidents. The operator 
controls the railway crane and the signaler gives instructions to help the operator to 
complete the operation. In the table 1, the average score is very high, which means 
participants perform well using hand gesture to the standard railway crane signals. 
Obviously, the operator and the signaler could “communicate” effectively. The 
application of hand gesture track technology in our training simulator could enhance 
the efficiency of rescue training.  

This study has a number of limitations. A big challenge of hand gesture-based 
control lies in the simulator’s accuracy and control fidelity. In our experiment, 
participants mentioned that the hand-gesture control method is not very accurate. For 
example, we observed that some participants extended the arm forward or moved it 
forward which could result in suspending the actions of the railway crane in the 
virtual scenario. Hence, the accuracy of hand gesture tracking technology in our 
simulator should be further investigated and improved. In addition, each movement of 
the crane is associated with one hand gesture, which creates a series of natural and 
intuitive gestures that human uses in daily life. It would be very easy for the 
participants to learn and understand the gesture-based control, and thus reduce the 
likelihood of errors. However, a few participants mentioned that the hand-gesture 
control is not very friendly and the differences between left and right hand are 
sometimes not very obvious. It is easy for the participants to be confused and thus 
make errors. That is because the participants have different hand-gesture habits or 
physical preferences. It is possible to define better gestures in the future. For example, 
moving two hands at the same time for traveling the whole vehicle but single hand for 
extending the arm.  

Another limitation is the possibility of "negative transfer" from simulator 
interactive devices to real operations, because of differences between the design of 
interactive devices and real controls. In general, there is a focus on the fidelity with 
the belief that training has to be as close to the real thing as possible to be effective 
and to prevent negative transfer. Fidelity can be measured, but figuring out what and 
how to measure fidelity is not a trivial study. While the correspondence between the 
training environment and real environment is necessary, selecting the critical features 
for representation in the training environment depends upon both the task and the 
trainee’s level of expertise. Further study will be carried out on fidelity to boost our 
simulator in future.  

In addition to the limitations mentioned above, another concern is that we did not 
provide an immersed virtual scenario for the signaler. According to latest study 
(Skarredghost, 2018), it is possible to use multiple headsets in the same room. We 
will integrate this technology into our simulator in the future study to provide better 
user experience for the signaler.  

In the experiment, the simulator was evaluated by young participants who had no 
experience in railway accident rescue and knowledge on working condition in railway 



accident. In the future, we will carry out experiments with participants who have rich 
experience in major railway accident rescue to see if the knowledge of participants 
could make a difference. Furthermore, we can carry out more experiment by 
comparing our simulator with other interaction methods such as a keyboard, joystick 
or other input devices to give a comprehensive analysis.   

6. Conclusions 

In this study, we proposed a hand gesture-based interaction to assist rescuers in the 
training of railway accidents. To evaluate its validity, a experiment was designed to 
measure a range of behaviours and performances of participants. The results 
demonstrate that our hand gesture-based simulator has advantages over the 
controller-based ones in terms of efficiency and usability. Our simulator also supports 
multi-users interactions. Therefore, it can simulate the collaborations between 
operators and signalers. Furthermore, this study sets a good example for developing 
similar crane training simulator in the future. 
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